The illustration above is a listing of all reports available through
Cornerstone. The reports below are those most used and requested by the
ATM owner/ cash loader. All Cornerstone processors have internet
viewing with similar reports. Scroll down to see examples of these
reports.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alert Summary
Transaction Detail
ACH Detail by Terminal
Cash Loads (link found under Cash Management in SwitchCommerce)
Transaction Analysis
Funds Reconciliation Report

The Alerts Page shows ATM terminals that are offline, have a low cash
balance, and/or are inactive. Alerts are identified via internet viewing, and
via email and/or text message if desired. Offline Alerts identify terminals
which are reporting that they are nonfunctional (offline), generally because
the terminal is out of cash or have an error at the terminal side that needs
to be resolved. Low Cash Balance Alerts identify terminals that record a
low currency balance in the ATM. The default alert is set at $2000, but
users can set up this amount to as low as $20! Inactive Terminal Alerts
(not shown) are set to notify the ATM Owner/Cash Loader when the
terminal is inactive for 48 hours – or the specified interval desired by the
user.

The illustration above is a Transaction Detail Report. This is a detailed
event of all transactions during a specified time period. Each transaction is
identified as a withdrawal of funds (WTD), a balance inquiry (BAL) or a
transfer of funds (X) (not shown). It also depicts the amount of cash
requested for withdrawals and transfers, and the surcharged amount of
approved transactions.
Amounts in parentheses are credited to the account. This is known as a
reversal. Reversals generally happen when the ATM is out of currency.
They may also occur during communication errors to the processing bank,
or an ATM terminal error. The transaction details on 10/21/2008 illustrate
a reversal which occurred when the ATM is out of currency. The
customer requested $60.00, but only $40.00 was given; the $20.00 that
was not dispensed was credited back to the customer’s account.

With the ACH Detail by Terminal Report, the ATM owner/cash loader
can see the exact settlement funds going into his/her checking or savings
account. Settlement funds are the monies withdrawn from the ATM on a
daily basis. These funds are generally deposited back into the ATM
owner/cash loader’s account the next business day. Residual Funds or
Surcharge Funds are monies charged to a customer for each transaction.
These funds are paid out on a monthly basis either by a check or ACH into
the ATM owner/cash loader’s account.

The illustration above is a Cash Load Report. This
report will show the last ten (10) cash loads to the
terminal. The Load History option allows viewing of
previous cash loads. Most ATMs can be enabled to auto

record cash loads directly from the ATM - meaning no
more entering these amounts online!

The illustration above is a Transaction Analysis Report. It depicts the
transaction responses for a specified time period. The report above
identifies the responses to transactions in September 2008. There were a
total of 657 transactions, but only 532 transactions were approved. The
reasons for rejection of the requested transactions are provided above.
The majority of non-approved transactions were due to the use of an
incorrect PIN at the ATM.

The Funds Reconciliation Report identifies funds that have not been
yet settled into the ATM owner/cash loader’s account. These funds are
derived typically from transactions that have occurred after the processor
closes the day. The end of the day for settlement is 2:00 P.M. Central
Time for this processor. This means settlement funds transacted after 2:00
P.M. Central Time will be deposited the following business day in the ATM
owner/cash loader’s account. This report is extremely helpful when
balancing your account.

